


            Try out one of our 10k or 14k gold chain necklaces. They are actually a terrific touch if you are aiming to draw 

attention to your outfit with a burst of color. We recommend pairing these classy necklaces with darker shades 

like black or red, which will make your real gold chains radiate brilliantly in contrast. Ultimate Collection offers 

chain jewelry in numerous lengths and widths, varying from 10 - 30 inches and.55 mm to 13.2 mm. Note the 

intricate fashion varieties in our necklaces. Not only do we offer chains in white gold, yellow gold, and tri-tone, 

our catalogue of styles includes all manner of shapes and styles, including cuban, valentino and hollow chain 

necklaces. From box chains to moon cuts, each and every real gold chain has its own specific flair which can be 

tied perfectly into your attire. 

 

 

 

Make a statement with thick cut chains such as our 14K yellow gold miami cuban chain necklace, which arrives at 7mm 

in width. You'll be the boldest in the room while you're wearing this hand crafted real gold chain necklace. Match the 

precious jewelry with stud earrings from our sterling silver collection to up the sex appeal. For a more sensitive mood, 

experience our tri tone gold valentino chain necklace. The loops on this necklace are light-weight and style friendly, and 

the combo of gold, silver and pink tinted jewels offers it an unforgettably fine-tuned appearance. The moon cut chain is 

similar to a beaded necklace with its traditional golden orbs. It is also created from real gold and has small curved 

perceptions in each bead, providing the impression of soothing waves. 

              Holidays are a good time to buy splendid jewelry for your loved one or friends and family. Throughout the winter season, 

when Christmas and Hanukkah are around the bend, consider buying white gold chains to complement the falling snow. 

https://www.ultcollection.com/collections/gold-chains


Ultimate Collection has several remarkable white gold selections, including an.8 mm Singapore chain necklace, a 

carefully made piece that drapes softly around your neck. Another choice piece is the 1.6 mm hollow box chain necklace, 

larger and more strong than the Singapore chain but equally as enticing. The present giving doesn't have to stop when 

summer season rolls around! Celebrate a summer birthday or anniversary with any of our tri color necklaces. These 

kinds of sun dappled gold chains will definitely make any festivity fashion forward. 

 
 

 

A lot of gold chains to choose from, you might even buy more than one! Surf the rest of our Ultimate Collection website 

to discover matching fashion, urban and body jewelry - and that's just to name a few! 

 


